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Creating and Dealing with Terrorists in Afghanistan, a 

Filthy Game in Achieving Strategic Goals in the Region. 

  
A year has passed since the Taliban's rule of terror and illegitimacy. Women were 

deprived of all their basic rights. People are not secure in their dwelling places. 

Ruling the country is just at gunpoint. The international aid for the poverty-

stricken population is taken by the Taliban and distributed to their militia and 

family members. There is not any international organisation to observe the 

process the how the aid is distributed. The cash deposited in the Afghanistan Bank 

account under the pretext of giving to the poverty-stricken people of Afghanistan 

is helping the Taliban administration to continue their illegitimate ruling in 

Afghanistan.  

 

Women cannot participate in social, economic and educational works and 

activities. Even without the presence of a family member who has a juridical 

relation (mahram) with the female, they are not allowed to visit the market to buy 

their basic needs. Human rights institutions and the United Nations are watching 

the inhumane behaviour of the Taliban administration and do nothing, except 

express unnecessary and hypocritical regret for the liberation of Afghan women. 

They have not taken any practical action under the articles of human rights 

treaties in defence of Afghan women. Undoubtedly, America and its NATO allies 

are responsible for these crimes against humanity, who created mafia 

governments with their military presence for two decades. Pakistan sent the 

Taliban along with other terrorists who were trained, strengthened and equipped 

in Pakistan to kill the people of Afghanistan through suicide bombers and all 

kinds of terrorist acts. 

 

As a result, they made the people of Afghanistan victims of their inhumane goals, 

and now they shamelessly announce that they support the protest of Iranian 

women.  Have you not been to the so-called peace talks in Doha, which were 

carried out by Zalmay Khalilzad, this nationalist, incompetent, infamous pro- 

Pashtun agent as he is ethnically affiliated, judgemental and misleading the USA 

administration   throughout his formal career about Afghanistan. He   in collusion 
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with the terrorist country of Pakistan for two years in Doha delivered the people 

of Afghanistan to Taliban terrorists, whose hands are stained in people's blood.  

Did you not put the Taliban in power in a secret deal? Did you not hand over all 

the advanced weapons to the Taliban to achieve your long-term goals, which is 

to compete with Afghanistan's neighbouring countries? Did you not install Puppet 

regimes, headed by two incompetent, racist and divisive people along with a band 

of the mafia? Who are Ashraf Ghani and Hamid Karzai (known as a juggler) 

along with a mafia gang? Did not you help to impose fake elections in the 

leadership of Afghanistan? 

 

These are the questions the people of Afghanistan always raise and want proper 

answers to questions.  They are fully aware that you turned their country into a 

nest of terrorists under the pretext of fighting terrorism and handed it over to 

Pakistan. While you know well that Pakistan has been the main centre of 

supplying, receiving, training, raising and exporting terrorists in Afghanistan and  

the region. Terrorism is one of Pakistan's most important export items, which 

profits from this business in various ways from all parties involved somehow in 

the turmoil in Afghanistan. Pakistan earns billions of dollars from this terrorist 

exporting trade.  

 

Dealing with terrorist figures who are one day blacklisted and the next day are 

placed on the stage of your dirty intelligence games on the fate of the people of 

Afghanistan. This hypocritical policy in the 21st century is abhorrent to the 

people of Afghanistan. This approach has put the region in an unfortunate and 

unstable situation, which cannot be ignored, and the people of Afghanistan are 

fully aware of the sinister intentions hidden in it. 

 

One of the sleeping agents who had been kept in the warehouse of the terrorists 

for the day, just in case, was brought to the scene to legitimize the Taliban terrorist 

group. This person is Bashir Noorzai. The purpose of its appearance is to give 

new strength to the Taliban administration to help some demagogic changes in 

their actions so that they do not fall financially and as the proxy army of the West 

in the new grand game, it does its duty against the rivals of the West in the region.  

 

Abdul Nasir Noorzad writes in an article entitled, ‘the major agent arrives.  “Haji 

Bashar is one of the prominent extremists, bigoted and influential figures among 

the Taliban group. He is one of the oldest and closest people to Mullah Omar, the 

former leader of the Taliban. In his  article about him, he quotes Rahmatullah 

Nabil, the former Afghans Intelligence chief: "Haji Bashar Noorzai played a key 

role in the formation of the Tehreek-e-Taliban with his prior acquaintance with 

Mullah Mohammad Omar, and the first shipment of 10 million dollars of money 

for the formation of the Tehreek-e-Taliban from one of the Islamic countries, in 

the name of "Donations of the Muslims" through Pakistan to Mullah Omar and 
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his group, and thus Haji Bashar became one of Mullah Omar's handlers, advisors, 

and an important financier (while most of the money was from foreign 

intelligence). » It turns out that Bashar Noorzai was released at this time for a 

specific purpose, to advance a specific project and only for the success of a failed 

project in the past. 

 

In addition to the drug trade, which is forbidden by Islam, Noorzai is used to 

perform several acts against Sharia: polygamy, constant drunkenness, keeping an 

eye on illicit money, bigotry as his main characteristic, shaking hands and dealing 

with outsiders to receive money. He even made the Stingers (1) which remained 

with the Mujahideen since the war against the Soviet Union, be handed over to 

the Americans. As a result of this deal, he had profitable trade so that the US 

presence in Afghanistan would be painless. He has played a role in almost all 

financial and monetary transactions between the Taliban and outsiders and even 

was actively included in the project. Haji Bashar is a mysterious but shrewd 

personality and knows how to deal with profitable deals in the role of a trader, 

and smuggler to provide personal and group interests of the Taliban.  

 

 What essential work can Haji Bashar do for the Taliban in the current situation? 

 

In the role of a good adviser for the Taliban, he can provide the Taliban's tactical 

relations with countries that are trying to benefit from the milking machine of 

Afghanistan under the rule of the Taliban. In the past, Bashir Noorzai's successes 

in this field have been significant. He was able to influence the majority of the 

Taliban's decisions to secure their financial expenses. 

 

He has a traditional influence on the Taliban and this influence is very important 

for the survival of the terrorist regime of the Taliban. In a situation where the 

Taliban rule is struggling with internal and external illegitimacy, it is necessary 

to change the Taliban's practices and draw a new face from this group. His release 

has been done precisely for this purpose, to push the politically toothless Taliban, 

who do not have authority to make decisions, in the right direction and stabilize 

the survival of their regime with financial incentives from outside countries. 

 

Considering Noorzai’s background and influence among the Taliban, he can 

replace the leadership in the Taliban. If this happens, the Taliban can become a 

target group with a little change of approach. This recognition will improve the 

financial situation of the Taliban, “from the drug trade and implementing the 

strategy of foreign intelligence, favouring Pakistan.” 

 

With the presence of Haji Bashar, the drug trade will be more prosperous. 

Currently, the only source of huge income that can cover the financial expenses 

of the Taliban regime is the drug trade. The Taliban need this lucrative business 
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to be properly managed so that its profits can increase many times. Haji Bashir, 

with years of experience in this business, can manage this project properly and 

make it more prosperous. 

 

The surrender of Haji Bashir at the moment indicates a big change in the way the 

world views the Taliban. Biden, the president of the United States of America, 

has repeatedly emphasized that the precondition for the recognition of the Taliban 

is the release of Mark Frick. As long as Frick is in the custody of the Taliban, the 

regime of this group will not be recognized. What preposterous rhetoric!  

 

Moreover, Haji Bashar (2) can, in addition to the lucrative drug trade, provide 

other sources of illegal income for the Taliban, such as smuggling of antiques, 

money laundering and transferring money abroad or inside Afghanistan, 

facilitating the printing of fake money, especially the printing of fake dollars, and 

its circulation. In the region, the profitable business of selling arms and military 

equipment, financing terrorist networks active in Afghanistan and the region, 

creating active and unbreakable channels for the success of terrorism and 

boosting the process of strengthening and equipping terrorism. 

 

Meanwhile, the story of his illegal activities shows that this time his mission will 

cover not only Afghanistan but the wide geography of Central Asia and South 

Asia, which is facing the ever-increasing danger of the spread of international 

terrorism. He has to facilitate the ways of financial connection and the creation 

of vast networks of financing terrorism in the region. 

 

In conclusion, it can be said that the duty of Haji Bashar will be to facilitate drug 

smuggling and accelerate the process of its transfer from Afghanistan to abroad. 

Usually, produced drugs are exported in two ways: first, from Afghanistan to Iran, 

Turkey and Europe, to the Central Asian Nations of the former liberated USSR 

nations such as Tajikistan, and later to America. Second, it enters Europe from 

Afghanistan, via Central Asia and Russia, and later reaches America. 

 

Considering the serious surveillance of Russia and its allies in Central Asia, the 

second path is facing challenges and the process of drug transfer, which kills 

thousands of young Russians every year and has become one of the main 

challenges facing Russia's national security, is facing problems. The first route 

takes place in collusion with the countries that are on its route. But the 

continuation of the drug trade from one route will be challenging in the long run, 

and this will require the new manager to find another route with new plans. This 

new manager can be none other than Haji Bashar, a famous smuggler.” So, it is 

the right time to stop Bashir Noorzai, the notorious crook criminal, who has a 

close relationship with Hamid Karzai, he former corrupt president. 

________________________________________________________________ 
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(1) Stingers are Missile systems the stinger is a shoulder-fired heat-seeking 

surface-to-air missile also known as man-portable air defence. System 

man pad that's designed primarily to engage low-flying targets.  

(2) Bashir Noorzai is also called Haji Bashar 
 


